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Filinchen - Lower Carb
Filinchen Lower Carb is opening many opportunities for a nutrition low in
carbohydrates. Normally people who are looking for a diet low in carbohydrates
have to forgo the taste of bread because of the high nutritional values. Our
Filinchen Lower Carb has only 2.1 g per slice but at the same time is rich in fibre
(7g/100g) and protein (26g/100g). Therefore, it is the perfect companion for a
conscious and varied nutrition.

Filinchen - Pixels
Filinchen Pixels are a healthy snack, whether you wish for a little snack on the go
or preparing for a movie night. No need to have a bad conscious with those baked
and sprinkled wafers: only 9.9% fat and 405kcal per 100g. With our Pixels snacking
is fun and offers a big variety with 4 different flavors (Tomato & Sweet Pepper,
Barbeque, Herbs, Chili Curry) and two different sizes (100g and 50g).

dr. knusper
dr. knusper protein snack – the wafer snack with 28% protein, 75% less sugar
(compared to ordinary wafers) and without flavor enhancers, artificial sweeteners
and flavors. A little snack with many advantages combined with great taste in three
different flavors (milk chocolate, dark chocolate, hazelnut). An excellent mixture of
functional food and natural delicious taste.

Spicy Spikes
Baked with olive oil, rice flour, oat flakes and completed with finest seasoning - the
Spicy Spikes are a refreshing change when it comes to choosing a snack. Many
benefits are coming together: baked not fried (therefor low in fat), without palm
fat, lactose free and a source of protein. Perfect to eat as side dish, for movies or
for hiking and available in three delicious flavors: Roast Onion & Chili, Pizza & Wild
Garlic and Cheese & Curcuma.
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